WORKSHOP LIST JUNE 2016 - MAY 2017
Three workshops are included in the cost of your residency. You may purchase extra workshops, beyond the three included, at
the rate listed on your contract. Workshops last approximately 45 minutes. We prefer to do workshops on Tuesday, Wednesday
and/or Thursday. Due to our continued dedication to quality educational projects, the maximum number of participants will be
strictly enforced.

TITLE
Acting

Improv

DESCRIPTION
The basic tools of an actor’s trade - observation, memorization, concentration, and imagination
are presented and explored in an entertaining manner. The students participate in a variety of
fun exercises, learning to apply the actor’s tools to both performing and everyday life.
Participation and teamwork are emphasized as the students learn to act without a script. This
workshop can be geared to all skill levels of students from beginners to more experienced
performers.

Creating a
Character

When preparing for a role actors have to research how their character talks, moves and even
thinks! Students will be introduced how to get into the mind of their own, crafted characters
through a series of engaging and challenging activities that will help them to become someone
else.

Let’s
Makeup

Makeup is the foundation and the most basic visual image for all performers. This workshop
teaches students of all ages by demonstrating (on a few participants) corrective, character and
special effects makeup for the theatre. Please note, this workshop is specific to theatre makeup
techniques and is not a “face painting” experience.

Take 5!

How long does it take to tap into the fun of theatre? Incorporating innovative exercises and
theatre games, this workshop will prove that it can be accomplished in 5 minutes or less. This is
a hands-on, fun-filled workshop designed as a guide to subtlety and effortlessly incorporate
theatre into your teaching routines.

GRADE
LEVEL

MAXIMUM # OF
PARTICIPANTS

June-Aug: 1-12
Sept-May: K-12
Workshops are
most effective
when limiting the
age range of the
participants to
three or four
grade levels within
a particular
session (i.e. K-2,
3-5, 6-8 and
9-12).

We ask that one
representative from
your organization be
available during the
workshop.

Adult
Educators

60

60

June-Aug: 1-6
Sept-May: K-6

Tall Tales from
Humble Heroes

Johnny Appleseed, Pecos Bill, Paul Bunion and babe the Blue Ox - famous names from some
of the tallest tales. However there are even more legends to explore and enjoy! Join us as we
spin a yarn about some of the humbler heroes from North American history. From the mighty
swings of John Henry and the bravery and daring of Molly Pitcher and Kate Shelly, to big
Canadian legend of Joe Mufferaw - these accounts will enthrall young and old as they delight in
their exaggerations as well as discover the truth behind these tall tales.
Note: The fee for this workshop is equivalent to 3 workshops

Grade level
adjustments for
this workshop can
be made to
accommodate
special
circumstances.
Please contact the
Tour Marketing
Office in advance.

600
(Assembly/
Performance Style)

For 2016-2017 we are presenting workshops that can accommodate all grades at the participation limit of 60 students. We have switched to this format in hopes
that it will ease the challenge of scheduling workshops in your community. While there are fewer workshop offerings than in previous years, we hope that these
changes will allow more students in your community to enjoy our workshop program.

